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Abstract—Machine Learning has seen amazing progress the
past years with increasing commercial use from industries across
the business spectrum. Businesses strive for alignment of vision
and mission statement to the actual products they sell. For that
reason tools like the Key Performance Indicators exist in order
to monitor such progress. Nevertheless, products that embed a
machine learning component are being optimized with other
objective functions and are being evaluated in a vacuum with
specific performance evaluation metrics that often have nothing
to do with the business vision. In this position paper, we highlight
this gap in different instances of the machine learning life cycle,
explore and critically evaluate the current available solutions in
the literature and introduce Key Performance Indicators in the
machine learning development process. The paper also discusses
representative machine learning KPIs in the development and
deployment process.

Index Terms—machine learning, key performance indicators,
performance measuring, performance monitoring

I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

For the past years we are seeing a Machine Learning revo-
lution with an intense focus in research and commercialization
of Machine Learning applications. Currently almost all com-
mercial products have something ”smart” embedded or even
the ”smart” component is the actual product. These ”smart”
products find a natural home on the internet since technology
products provide the algorithms with a lot of data that so
much need. Examples of such products are the recommen-
dation system of YouTube [1] and the pin recommender from
Pinterest, which is called Pixie [2]. YouTube recommendations
are responsible for helping more than a billion users discover
personalized content from an ever-growing corpus of videos
[1]. Pixie on the other hand, is the recommender system from
Pinterest which is a is a visual catalog with several billion
pins, which are visual bookmarks containing a description,
a link, and an image or a video. A major problem faced
at Pinterest is to provide personalized, engaging, and timely
recommendations from a pool of 3+ billion items to 200+
million monthly active users [2].

Companies on the web or in the physical space though
have the same goal: to succeed and remain successful for a
long time. This success is described by the company’s vision
and mission statement, and without them there would be no
need for the company at all. Consequently, each company

strives to achieve its strategic goals with their products and
daily activities. Unfortunately, a company’s strategic goals are
hardly ever measurable. Take the Apple’s mission statement as
example: ”the company is committed to bringing the best user
experience to its customers through its innovative hardware,
software, and services”. However, it is often difficult or almost
impossible for a company to know when its products/services
”bring the best user experience”. So companies, in order to
measure and monitor their success, have invented proxies
that are targeted to measurable components of their ultimate
business goals. Nowadays, business monitoring is typically
supported by an information system that provides information
about several Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) [3], spread
across one or more Balanced Scorecards [4] and multiple
dashboards. Traditionally, business monitoring has been based
on the evaluation of the aggregated values of KPIs by users
who regularly check the scorecard in order to ensure that
everything is in order. For example, the KPI “Customer
retention increased by 3%” considers the customers retained
throughout all stores of a company in the current year. In
order to provide a more complete view for KPI monitoring,
dashboards provide detailed information. For example, if the
abovementioned KPI is failing, what has been its trend for the
past months [5]?

Nowadays companies in order to achieve their vision and
maximize their KPIs leverage machine learning and artificial
intelligence in their products. From the opposing perspective
machine learning applications have their own performance
metrics such as accuracy, recall [6] and depending on the appli-
cation their own KPIs. For example in [1] YouTube optimizes
their recommender system for the KPI ”Click Through Rate”.
As we mentioned above YouTube’s purpose is to help users
discover personalized content from an ever-growing corpus of
videos. This purpose is getting reduced to measuring precision
and recall during development and user engagement proxies
such as Click Through Rate and watch time during the live
A/B testing experiments [1]. These layers of abstraction from
the vision to the user engagement to the actual metrics we
argue that add a lot of noise and assumptions and may not
lead to the desired success.

Machine learning performance metrics and KPIs already
exist in the industry and academia. Classic machine learning



performance metrics such as accuracy and recall are used
extensively during the development process and contribute to
the model selection decision [6]. Other performance metrics
are specialized towards the domain of the problem when the
classic metrics are not useful or even feasible. One example
would be precision@k when recommender systems are being
evaluated. This metric requires a value of k - usually 5 or 10
-, picks the k most likely recommendations for the specific
model and measures the precision of those recommendations
against the users preference [7]. Also machine learning KPIs
exist such as ”Click Through Rate” that are being measured
when the model has gone through development and has been
deployed into production [1].

Another aspect of a successful KPI is the continuous mon-
itoring of the KPI value and its meaning [5]. In the industry
performance monitoring is a crucial part of the machine
learning life cycle. A common practice that [1] and [6] mention
is A/B test for model selection during the deployment phase.
A step further on that direction would be to use exploration
vs exploitation techniques such as multi armed bandits [8] or
using reinforcement learning directly [7].

Even though machine learning model evaluation and mon-
itoring methods exist, there exists no practice or literature for
connecting the business value to these methods. In the rest of
the paper we explore this issue of non-alignment of business
and model KPIs and discuss possible directions of resolution.
Specifically we present KPIs that currently are being tied to
machine learning applications and why are not adequate to
ensure business success. Also we introduce three different
approaches for aligning business value to the machine learning
development, while analyzing their strengths and weaknesses.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II we present the notion of the Key Performance Indicator
as a measure of business success. In section III we introduce
the mechanics of training a machine learning model with an
objective function. We present our contributions in section IV
where we propose an alignment of business KPIs and machine
learning objective functions. Also we analyze the potential
solutions to this novel problem and we conclude in section V.

II. KPIS AS MEASURE OF BUSINESS SUCCESS

Indicators or key performance indicators (KPIs) in business
environment are mostly quantitative information; it illustrates
structures and processes of a company. KPIs are very im-
portant for planning and controlling through supporting in-
formation, creating transparency and supporting management
decision makers [9].

Normally, KPIs are defined together within a company’s
strategic plan in order to help analysts measure the success
of their goals. While it is important to know why a past
goal has failed or succeeded, it is even more important to
monitor what the trend is for a current goal. Is the goal going
to be successful or failed eventually? For example financial
institutions such as Royal Bank of Canada have year over year
sales growth in each quarter as an important goal and KPI. In
order to understand if the company is performing well on that

KPI RBC monitors the KPI quarterly and compares the result
with past results and results of the competitors. At the same
time this analysis helps define what would be our goal for
the desired year over year growth in the future. Therefore,
formally defined goals refer always to the future. This means
that target values for KPIs associated with the measurement
of goal, are always defined for the future [5]. Which enforces
the need to monitor continuously the defined KPIs and make
sure that the company is moving towards the right direction.

This also holds true for companies that leverage machine
learning in their products. Since most machine learning ap-
plications are designed to predict something in the future or
understand a behavior and act optimally they are measured pri-
marily with leading indicators such as YouTube and Pinterest
in their recommendation engines [2] [1]. Specifically YouTube
leverages a recommendation engine to promote videos to users
is using ”Click Through Rate” and ”Engagement Time” as
main KPIs [1]. In some cases it is not that straightforward to
define KPIs for a machine learning application. For example
credit lender companies do not have an instantaneous feedback
mechanism to know if their proposed rate is optimal. As a
result the machine learning models suffer also since there
is no way to measure the performance of the proposition.
But again it is possible to define approximate KPIs such is
”Percentage of Defaults” - which is a defensive KPI - and
Percent Net Profit Gain [10]. Also it would be useful if
companies could compare KPIs against the competition. Victor
Basili has established the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) [11]
approach to software metrics and later expanded this to the
GQM+Strategies approach [12]. We see an analogy here with
the proposed work. More specifically a Goal can be a business
goal as it is expressed through a KPI. The Questions are used
for the definition of models of the object under study that
are connected to the KPIs. Therefore, answering the questions
can connect the machine learning algorithm performance to
the KPI performance. In order to answer the question we
need to invent metrics of the machine learning algorithm
performance. We view therefore our proposed research agenda
as an instantiation of these more generic software engineering
approaches to AI. This link can provide a methodological
foundation and a scientific approach already tested in the
software industry in the field of software engineering, and
transfer this knowledge and apply it in AI.

III. MACHINE LEARNING OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS

Machine learning is trying to empower the industries and
researchers towards more intelligent applications and, as we
mentioned, has become a common tool that gives companies
competitive edge in the past years. Generally, machine learning
algorithms are either trying to predict an outcome or model
some type of behaviour [13]. When the model is trying to
predict a class label such as a zebra in a picture or a continuous
number such as the price of a given stock, the model is doing
supervised learning [14]. There is some known quantity or
class from experience or past data that we want to replicate.
On the other hand when the model is trying to find patterns



in the data while not having a target in mind, the model
is doing unsupervised learning [14]. Unsupervised learning
algorithms experience a dataset containing many features, then
learn useful properties of the structure of this dataset.

How do the models actually learn though? Machine learning
models, like humans, learn from experience. This experience
is called training data and depending on the task at hand could
take a lot of different forms [13]. For example in [2] Pinterest
is trying to predict which pins - items from a visual catalog -
each user is likely to interact with. For that reason they collect
training data from past user choices where the user clicked -
positive label - and did not click - negative label - a pin upon
observation. So based on this experience Pixie learns through
supervised learning how to predict positive and negative labels
for each user.

But machines are not like humans, in the sense that they
don’t have an innate capability of learning. They need some-
thing that they could understand and a learning process that is
feasible for them. That is the purpose of the objective function
and the gradient descent in most cases. The most common
principle is maximum likelihood estimation. Consider a set
of m examples X = {x(1), x(2), ..., x(m)} drawn indepen-
dently from the true but unknown data-generating distribution
pdata(x). The maximum likelihood estimator for θ is then
defined as [14]

θML = argmax
θ

pmodel(X; θ) = argmax
θ

m∏
i=1

pmodel(x
(i); θ)

Maximizing the likelihood is exactly the same as minimiz-
ing the cross-entropy between the data distribution and the
estimate [14]. Maximum likelihood is an attempt to make
the model distribution match the empirical distribution pdata.
For example, mean squared error is the cross-entropy between
the empirical distribution and a Gaussian model [14]. In [1]
cross-entropy loss is minimized with gradient descent on the
output of the sampled softmax. All these functions do not
have closed form solutions and the only way to approximate
the global optimum is to iteratively work our way closer to it.
The most common method for this type of learning is gradient
descent, where on each step the gradients of each parameter
are calculated and are used to update the previous value of the
parameter.

How do we know that the model performance is satis-
factory? How can we choose between different model con-
figurations and model archetypes? Since we are optimizing
based on the objective function, we could choose based on
the objective function value of an out of sample set [6]. There
are many ways to measure performance in out of training
sample sets and evaluate a performance metric of a machine
learning model such as k-fold [15] [16]. In this setting there
is an immediate problem: machine learning algorithms could
have different objective functions. The principle of minimizing
(maximizing) an objective function is the same across all
models but the actual function differs. So if we have to
compare two models with different objective functions we

can’t measure their respective out of sample objective function
values. For example Variational Autoencoders and Generative
adversarial Networks are both generative models and are being
used on the same applications. But Variational Autoencoders
have KL-Divergence as the core of their objective function
[17] and on the other hand Generative Adversarial Networks
use a game theoretical minmax reward function [18].

In order to be able to compare machine learning models, the
research community came up with task specific performance
metrics. These metrics are divided into two broad categories:
metrics for classification task and metrics for regression tasks.
[19]. For classification tasks examples of metrics are:

• Accuracy
• Precision
• Recall
• Precision@k
• F-Measure

And for regression tasks:
• Mean Squared Error
• Mean Absolute Error
The above mentioned cross-model performance evaluation

metrics are the basis of model selection in the majority of
machine learning applications [20], [2], [1]. One thing that has
to noticed is that all these performance metrics are available
offline and online. Offline means that it is possible to collect
data and measure these performance metrics on any candi-
date model without loss of generality. Online tests involve
experiments with live interactions and feedback loops [21].
Both methods of performance measurement, online and offline,
are extremely relevant in model selection and performance
monitoring. A performance metric has to be consistently
measured offline with the collected data in order to optimize
over different model architectures and hyper-parameters. At
the same time the offline performance of the model should
be able to translate to online experiments, and not deviate
significantly, which are conducted based on client feedback.

IV. RESEARCH PROPOSAL: ALIGNING MACHINE
LEARNING AND KPIS

As it was stated in the previous subsections, businesses
have their goals and KPIs but their machine learning appli-
cations have completely different objective functions. There
are a couple of reasons for this phenomenon. Firstly, machine
learning algorithms have been developed in academia where
maximization if business value is not the primary concern.
Academia needs well defined problems and datasets in order
to run experiments that have research significance. On the
other hand business problems have too many moving parts and
variables that make the performance of the machine learning
solution harder to identify. Another reason is that even though
KPIs are measurable, they are not differentiable. For example
we can measure a ”Click Through Rate” but there is no
direct link from the metric to the parameters of the underlying
machine learning model, therefore we cannot take gradients
to update the model weights iteratively. Furthermore, in some



cases, it is not feasible to measure KPIs offline and industry
researchers result in using specific metrics, such as accuracy
or precision, to determine the efficacy of their models. Also a
business could strive to optimize multiple KPIs that ensure
success but machine learning models often have only one
objective function.

But why is it important for the business KPIs and the
machine learning performance metrics to be aligned? We
believe that it is important as in any other area where the
company’s products needs to be in line with the goals of the
company. As an analogy, let’s assume that the business at hand
is a paper company and the product is an A4 sheet of paper.
The purpose of an A4 paper is to go through the printer and
display the intended user information. If the A4 paper was the
machine learning application, the businesses optimize on how
thin the paper can be in order to be more efficient when it is
produced. There is no line of sight to the actual use of the
product and in fact, the thinner paper might crumble when it
is processed by a printer or it is too transparent for a user to
read. Therefore, we argue that machine learning applications
need to be inline with the business KPIs as any other facet of
the company and even more if it is the core product that is
being sold.

In particular, we argue that business KPIs and machine
learning objective functions, performance metrics and model
selection rules should be aligned and interconnected. Currently
there isn’t a direct way to identify the relationship between
business KPIs and machine learning models. In our research,
we intent to propose and validate specific KPIs, machine learn-
ing objective functions and respective performance metrics that
could work in the following ways:

1) Define business KPIs from machine learning objective
functions or performance metrics. In this case, measur-
able offline and online performance can be monitored
and business value change can be quantified.

2) Incorporate KPIs in machine learning objective func-
tions or performance metrics. An interesting goal would
be to directly optimize the business value within the ma-
chine learning development process. Such an approach
would be highly desirable since the business value would
be being optimized throughout the development process.

3) Develop agents on top of the machine learning models
that ensure the business alignment. That way we keep
the machine learning development unchanged and have
the capability of model selection based on business
criteria in an online fashion.

A. Machine learning objective functions define business value

The first option is taking more of a brute force approach
to the problem. There are use cases such as stock portfolio
optimization that the business objective is the exactly the same
as the respective objective function of the machine learning
algorithm which is to maximize the return/reward [22]. Taking
this as a blueprint, one might extrapolate the thought process
and apply it to multiple business metrics. This can be proven
trickier than it might seem. For example, assume we have

a model for predicting the next day’s price of a stock in
NYSE. Applying the same reasoning as above, we could
use Mean Squared Error as the objective function and the
business KPI. The model that yields the best Mean Squared
Error performance approximates the price of the stock pretty
well but cannot handle large jumps/drops in intraday price.
Leveraging Mean Squared Error as the business KPI implies
that the company does not care about the large jumps/drops in
price which is not the case. These jumps reflect the opportunity
for large gains or the risk for substantial losses that a company
in this domain has a lot of interest in. Generally, we observe
that Reinforcement Learning methods fit naturally in this
category since the reward function is intuitive and drawn from
real game theoretical problems such as in [22].

B. Business KPIs as objective functions
Current business KPIs are more difficult to be incorporated

in the machine learning pipeline for more obvious reasons.
The first obstacle would be the inability of differentiating
the KPIs in order to collect gradients and leverage gradient
descent methods for optimization. On the other hand, most of
the performance metrics of machine learning methods are not
differentiable. These metrics are summary statistics for a set of
data and there is no way to connect the model’s parameters to
a result in order to update them iteratively. The most common
performance metric, at least in data science competitions, is
accuracy in an out of sample test set. Accuracy, which is
defined as

Accuracy =
TruePositive+ TrueNegative

NumberOfTestSamples

is not differentiable. We measure the accuracy of a model
with an out of sample test set in an offline manner, meaning
that we have collected the data beforehand. The model with the
highest test set accuracy is selected as the best fitted model
to the data [6]. Then why can’t we use the business KPIs
in the same fashion that we are using accuracy? Business
KPIs are directly related to an outcome from the interaction
with clients or potential clients - something that moves the
business towards its goal. Even ”Click Through Rate” which
is a very common KPI that is used in many online applications
and integral component to the success of many advertisement
focused internet applications cannot be used in an offline
manner. Imagine if we want to test a new ads recommendation
engine. Also assume that we consider the user’s profile as
input and some other available metadata. We train the machine
learning model with a traditional objective function as the ones
in the literature [1] [2] and we have prepared a test set with
input data, suggested ads and the outcome of click or no-click.
How can we measure the efficacy of an ad that has not been
suggested to the user yet? The user could dismiss the ad or
buy the product on the spot. At the same time, how can you
measure the effectiveness of an ad for an new product that is
not in the training or test set? It is not feasible to measure
such outcomes in an offline manner when we are optimizing
the model, at least not with the current available business KPIs.



C. KPI model on top of machine learning model

The last alternative is being used currently, in some capacity,
from large internet companies. Even in the literature when
”Click Through Rate” is measured like in [1], the measure-
ments and optimization were made online through extensive
A/B tests or multi-armed bandits [8]. Setting extensive moni-
toring systems for machine learning performance measurement
is a good practice in all deployment settings since more infor-
mation is always better. On top of that it is possible to select
the optimal machine learning model through some exploration
with multi-armed bandits as in [8]. Although these solutions,
like the one suggested in [7], are a step towards the alignment
of business KPI and machine learning model, they come in
effect at the very last stage of the product process development,
after the model has been deployed into production. Imagine if
we want to launch multiple iterations of the product through
time and we want to optimize the business KPIs, we would
have to wait for the full development circle to find out if the
product release is performing well. We argue that agents like
these should be involved throughout the development process
and not only at the end or during monitoring. A direction
that we find intriguing is the possibility of two independent
models that work in tandem, one predicting and one aligning
to the desired KPI. The model that is doing the prediction
would be a standard machine learning model with an objective
function that we already discussed. The second model - or
agent - would work on top of the first model tuning its hyper-
parameters so that the model is optimized for the business KPI.
This approach would ensure the best fit for the training data
given the current model parameterization and the parameters
that optimize the target business KPI.

In some cases none of the aforementioned options would
be feasible due to theoretical or practical limitations. In
such cases it would be very useful if we could understand
the relationship between the KPIs and the machine learning
models. What an x% accuracy means for this business KPI?
Is there an increasing or decreasing relationship between a
measurement in development and a business outcome? Even
if weak correlations can be made they could have massive
effect on business value.

V. CONCLUSION

Product goals and business goals should be aligned in any
industry and this holds true for machine learning and A.I. ap-
plications too. We established that this is not the case though,
since machine learning applications are optimized for objective
functions and performance metrics that are disconnected from
the business. This fact stems from the complexity of real world
applications and the uncertainty of human behaviour. So far
the emphasis was on applications that have clear assumptions
and data, such as natural language comprehension approxi-
mation with machine learning models using the performance
metric BLUE [23]. Moving forward however, to less structured
problems with less clear assumptions will require alignment
of KPI metrics to machine leaning tuning parameters. In this
paper, we proposed approaches on how we could mitigate this

disparity and align business KPIs with machine learning model
selection and optimization tools. The goal of this effort would
be for researchers and practitioners to start rethinking their
approach to model optimization and selection when it comes
to real world applications. When we do research for real world
applications - A.I. research has first and foremost the human
reality in the center - we should be concerned with the real
world limitations and objectives.
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